Modeling Southern Heavyweight Diner Rebuilds
by Lundy Pentz

In the late 1940’s the Southern modernized a number of heavyweight passenger cars, including combines,
coaches and diners. These were distinctive looking with, for the most part, smooth sides and large
windows but the heavyweight underframes and six-wheel trucks and a distinctive roof that appears to be
the old clerestory roof faired in completely. Despite all the beautiful models of different heavyweight and
lightweight passenger cars appearing lately, nothing like this is available, but in pictures of Southern
passenger trains from my 1951 era they are frequently seen. I particularly wanted a modernized diner,
and finally I worked out a way to make a fair representation of one.
James Kinkaid’s “Southern Railway Color Guide to Freight and Passenger Equipment” has two good
pictures of these diners on pages 16 and 17, but both are of the aisle side. Fortunately Greg Stout’s
“Southern Railway Through Passenger Service In Color” has a view of the kitchen side on page 14. This
last picture is one of the variants in which the side of the car is a riveted heavyweight side with only
modernized windows. Based on these pictures and the plan in Wiley and Wallace’s “Southern Railway
Handbook” I decided I could approximate the diner with a Rivarossi heavyweight underframe and
Rivarossi smooth-side diner sides. I happened to have a heavyweight combine on hand but the same
method could be done with a sleeper; the combine was 81’ over the end beams and many of the prototype
cars were 80’ cars. The smooth side diner (I found one at a train show) was about 3’ longer and had a few
differences in service doors and windows, but was a good starting point. The roof was the part I had the
most doubts about; there are three approaches I could think of. The first was to use the existing combine
roof (a clerestory roof) and fair it in completely using the air conditioning ducts from New England Rail
Service, part # 250. I had two on hand but have other plans for them so I wanted to explore other
possibilities. Second way was to use the milled wood roof for heavyweight rebuilds from Bethlehem Car
Works, part # 102. I was a little apprehensive about shaping the ends of this part accurately, so had
decided to cheat by using the ends from the combine roof plus the end fairings from an old NERS duct set
when the third option presented itself: a local hobby surplus store had old Roundhouse Harriman cars, and
I realized that the shape of these roofs was just right, and for $6 a car I got two to provide the right length
roof. (I may even put a scrap clerestory roof on one of them, an RPO, and use it later.) Now with all the
basic parts in hand, I started cutting.
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Side Modifications

The sides are marked for cutting in this picture, and some of the filled in windows and the redone kitchen
windows can be seen.

Using a razor saw at the ends and careful, repeated cuts with a # 11 blade on the sides, remove the smooth
sides from the diner and the sides from the combine, taking care to err on the body side in the diner and
on the sides for the combine.
Sand (or if necessary, and it was for me, use a chisel # 17 blade) to remove excess material from the sides
so they are smooth on the backs. Protect the sides with masking tape and, using a steel rule as a guide,
carefully cut off the aprons along the cast-in groove. Be careful because the molded-in hinges will cause
the knife blade to bump up out of the groove if you’re not expecting them.
Then trim off the stubs of the hinges from the sides and smooth and slightly chamfer the bottom edge with
a fine sanding stick. You will need to remove about 3 scale feet from these sides (if you are using another
body than the combine, check this dimension) to make them fit the combine body. Fortunately, the
kitchen side has two service doors and only the one near the end is needed, so mark two vertical lines 3’
apart on either side of the service door near the seating area and use a razor saw to cut it out.
Check the squareness of the remaining pieces against a steel rule and rejoin them with solvent-type
cement (I used Ambroid’s ProWeld for everything except where noted otherwise). Press them together
until a small bead of plastic oozes out, then allow to harden for half an hour or so on a flat surface against
a straightedge. The aisle side can simply have 3’ cut off the kitchen end, which puts the service door right
at the end of the car, just like on the prototype.
While you have the sides flat on the bench, use a # 17 chisel (bevel down) to gently shave off the moldedon grab irons at each end and beside the service doors.
The SR diners did not have the small window at the end of the seating area, they only had three aisle
windows and not four, and the service doors stopped at the height of the window tops. To seal up these
openings, cut pieces of 0.040” styrene to fit (cut them square and then round the corners with a coarse
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sanding stick) and glue them in place; then cut a piece of 0.010” styrene a little larger to cover the gasket
and glue it on top. (For this and other steps using thin styrene sheet or strip I prefer to use Model Master
cement for plastic models – the one in the black triangular bottle – because its thicker body allows you to
apply it and then slap the thin styrene on top before it evaporates, and it tends not to distort the thinner
plastic.) Finally apply a little Squadron Products putty (I use the white putty) to the gaps at the edges of
these patches and carefully sand them when dry. I like to use the Squadron Tri-Grit sanding sticks to get
a really smooth finish for this sort of work. When all looks good, run your fingernail across the patch to
feel for any irregularities; I had to refill one of the windows.
I used the same basic treatment for the service doors, but first used a # 11 blade to carefully carve the
small window opening out to the sides and top of the service door itself, and down to a level just above
the molded-on door latch. I then plugged the top of this opening down to the level of the windows, about
1’ 9” below the top of the sides, with the 0.020” and 0.010” styrene and putty.
I decided to try reshaping the kitchen windows; the picture and plans I had showed larger rectangular
windows so I made a cardstock template to mark the sides for a 2’ x 4’ window opening and carefully cut
them out, the first one starting about 2 ½ feet from the service door, the second 2 feet from the first, and
the third 3 ½ feet from the second, to approximate the spacing in the pictures. I slightly chamfered the
edges of all these new openings, including the reshaped service door windows, with a fine sanding stick (I
cut one to a narrow width with a razor bade to sand the sides of the windows) and then made “gaskets” for
all of them using 0.020” x 0.020” styrene strip – except that for the bottoms of the kitchen windows I used
0.020” x 0.030” strip (with the wider side vertical to represent the thicker bottom window sash).
At this time I drilled out places for grab irons; I used 18” straight grabs (Tichy Train Group part # 3021)
at the seating ends of the car, placing one at about the same height as the lower molded-on grab but the
second one just above the window bottoms, 3’ above the bottom of the side. I use a # 79 drill, not the
recommended # 80, for this kind of work. I also marked and drilled for long grabs the entire height of
both service doors, using a # 78 drill for these holes.
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Underframe Modifications:

Here you can see the fill pieces for the steps and roof tab openings as well as the filling-out of the edges of the
sides. Take your time with this and check the dimensions often with the measuring jig. The tapped plastic
tube is already inserted in the bolster; it will need to be filed down to just clear the truck later on.

The ends and underframe needed more work than the sides. Despite my best efforts, the ends were
missing some material along their edges and the sides had lost a bit as well. In addition, I had to remove
the Pullman steps at one end, and also remove all the underbody appliances except for the two battery
boxes opposite each other. It is easiest to just replace the floor in these areas with 0.060” thick sheet
styrene; I removed the floor sections using a jeweler’s saw with a coarse blade and, for the bits this
wouldn’t reach, one of the “# 11 blades with teeth”, miniature saw blades from Micro-Mark (part 14347),
and cut and fitted styrene replacements, cementing them in place.
I fitted plugs to fill the holes where the Rivarossi roof snapped into place; this strengthened the floor.
Finally, to ensure that the frame would be the correct width along its whole length, I cut a measuring jig
in matboard (you could also use styrene sheet of 0.040” or greater thickness) with an opening exactly
1.290” wide. Running this over the ends and side I identified areas that needed to be built up and
cemented 0.040” x 0.040” strip styrene, or 0.040” x other dimensions where thicker or thinner fills were
needed, to fill up the gaps and then filed and sanded them smooth and even.
I also prepared to remount the Rivarossi trucks as I usually do, by drilling the mounting holes out with a
1/8 ” bit; I tapped 1/8” styrene tubing for 2-56 screws, cut it off in approximately ¼“ lengths, and
cemented it into the hole with 3/16” sticking out.
I also chiseled off the brake wheel and its housing and chain from the end of the car – apparently only
head-end cars carried such things.
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Detailing the Underframe:

Here is the underbody with its details and the measuring jig for checking the underframe width at the right of
the picture. The end with the pair of remaining battery boxes in place is the dining area end.

To detail the underframe with the massive clutter that says “heavyweight car”, I used New England Rail
Service APWS water tank (part 230), Bethlehem Car Works UC Brake set (part 12) and Baggage Steps
(part 87), two Cal-Scale AB Brake Systems (part 283), and several scratchbuilt details of my own.
The most complex scratchbuilt detail was the air-conditioning system. I made a 7’ x 2 ½ ‘ x 3’ box out of
0.040” styrene with one 3 x 7 side open, superglued a 3’ x 4’ piece of Circuitron’s Scale Scenics Brass
Micro-Mesh (part 3501) over the left-hand side of the opening and 0.020” styrene over the rest, and
framed both sides with 0.020 x 0.020” styrene strip, adding hinges and handles from 0.010” x 0.020”
strip. After building this I noticed that the unit is probably a York electro-mechanical air conditioner
which is available from Bethlehem Car Works, part 378. (Isn’t that always the way it happens?)

Some of the details up close – left to right, the standby generator, a CalScale plastic brake cylinder, the vertical
equipment box, the electrical hookup, the air conditioning unit, and the NERS Pullman water tank (APWS
tank).

I also used a salvaged single battery box from another Rivarossi car – if you don’t have one of these you
could cut the double battery box you removed in half and build a new end with 0.040” styrene, or buy a
set of New England Rail Service 8-cell battery boxes (part 231) and have a spare.
Also visible in the pictures are two air-conditioning equipment boxes, easily made out of 3/16” square
styrene strip cut about 2 ½ “ long (one on end and one on its side) with 0.010” sheet styrene doors.
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In addition I made an electrical hookup from a piece of 0.040” square strip styrene cut about 2 ½” long.
Not visible, but must have been there, were generators to power the AC. The usual ones, which I
modeled, were a pair of 15 kw generators, one (the “standby” generator) mounted in line with the center
of the car near a battery box, with a shaft to the nearest axle to turn it, and the other mounted crosswise
near the compressor unit with a belt drive to the other truck. You can purchase the belt drive unit from
Bethlehem Car Works, part 374, and I believe Cal-Scale part 348 is the other kind, but I just cobbled
together a couple of facsimiles from styrene tubing and strip.
For the belt drive, 0.125” rod cut 3’ long, inserted into a 1 ½ ‘ piece of 3/16” tube so that about 4”
protrudes from one end, with a little piece of 1/16” rod (or a NBW casting) centered on the 3/16” rod
ends. Notch the center sill outboard of the main crossbearer on the aisle side of the kitchen end and
mount it using the longer exposed 3/16” rod in the notch and the larger part outside the center sill.
For the standby drive, cut 3/16” tubing to 3 1/2’ long and fill it with a slightly longer piece of 0.125” rod;
one end and insert a 4’ length of 0.030” brass rod with a seed bead for a bushing slipped over the brass
rod and glued to the styrene rod. Make straps of scale 1” x 2” styrene strip glued near each end of the
tubing, and a mounting block of 0.125” x 0.188” strip filed slightly round at the top to seat the plastic
tubing. Attach this at the opposite end of the car, also just outside the main crossbearer and with the brass
rod level and pointing toward the place the truck will be.
Please note that I am guessing on these generators – many streamlined cars simply had a single 30 kw
generator and for all I know this may have been the case with these cars. These resembled the 15 kw
standby drive so closely that you could just make one of these and omit the belt drive, and you’d probably
be right.
The brake system is a bit of a puzzle to me. It appears from the pictures I have that there were two small
brake cylinders mounted just inboard of the ends of the trucks on the aisle side – they almost look as if
they were mounted on the trucks – with a long brake rod reaching across the top of the truck. The picture
I have of the kitchen side does not show such brake cylinders. Many heavyweight cars had two brake
cylinders but I have never seen an example of truck-mounted ones on six-wheel trucks, so I am guessing
that the cylinders were just located near, but not on, the trucks and built the model so. Since the cylinders
look smaller than the standard UC ones, I used the Cal Scale plastic ones (which actually look a bit big for
AB cylinders and about right for whatever these are), but used the air reservoirs and UC valve from the
Bethlehem brake kit. (I boosted the brake cylinders, UC valve, and battery boxes up on 0.040” styrene
pads so that they would be the right height when the sides were mounted.)
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Body Assembly:

Here is the diner and its interior from the kitchen side before painting. The hollow kitchen counters at left and
the locker areas at right provided good places to hide weights.

I attached the sides to the frame, first checking the final fit (I had to file and sand a few scale inches off
the sides to make them flush with the ends, and chamfered the corners slightly with a fine sander). The
tops of the sides should be very slightly below the corners of the ends, lining them up with the curved
shape of the tops of the ends. This will put the bottoms of the sides just about 1/16” below the bottom of
the car floor.
Once the cement sets up, add 0.030” square strips of styrene at the corners to provide a substantial surface
to drill into for the baggage steps, about a scale 1 ½ ‘ at each corner except the aisle side kitchen end,
which should be about twice that length.
Now mount the underbody details if you haven’t already – looking at the aisle side first, starting from the
left or seating area end, mount a brake cylinder just clearing the truck, then inboard of the main
crossbearer, two finishing nails (no. 16) for steam traps, then the existing battery box, then the mediumsized air tank mounted crosswise to the center sill, then the APWS tank, and then the air conditioner unit.
Next the belt drive (if used) mounted on the center sill, then the vertical equipment box and finally the
second brake cylinder, again as close to the truck as can be.
On the kitchen side, starting from the left or kitchen end, just outboard of the main crossbearer the
horizontally mounted equipment box, then just inboard two finishing nails, then a 1 ½” long piece of
0.030 x 0.040” strip for an electrical connection mount, then the UC valve (near the car side for access,
not far back near the center sill), then the two remaining air tanks, mounted the long way with the smaller
one outboard of the larger one, and then the third battery box.
Drill holes for the baggage steps and mount one at each corner, the narrow steps except for the service
door on the aisle side, which gets the wider steps. (The prototype had another set of steps under the
service door on the kitchen side, but these would interfere with the truck swing on the model.)
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The aisle side of the diner and its interior before painting.

Roof Construction and Details:
First you must plug the holes for the vents; you could just glue the vents in place and then carefully slice
them off flush with the top, but I used 0.125” styrene rod. You don’t need to do all the holes, just enough
from each roof to give you about a scale 81 feet without holes.
Then use a miter box and a razor saw to cut the roof sections, taking care not to squeeze the roof while
sawing; I cut it a foot or so too wide and used a Northwest Short Line True Sander to take it down the last
bit while test fitting the roof to the body.
The locating flanges on the roof are too wide for the Rivarossi car; you’ll need to scrape them to about
half their original thickness. I used a single-edge razor blade and checked the fit regularly.
Finally, when the fit looks good, join the two roof halves with liquid cement, holding them against a
straightedge. When they have cured completely, preferably the next day, hand-sand the rivets off the roof
and smooth the joint with putty and the tri-grit sanding stick.
I found that when I test fitted my roof to the car body, it was a bit bowed; I used the razor saw to cut
through the locating flanges (careful not to cut into the roof itself) every inch or two and flexed the roof to
flatten it. Now you are ready for the roof details.
Diners always had vents over the kitchen, but I couldn’t find any commercial ones that looked like the
ones in the pictures, so I made two round vents out of 0.125” styrene rod with short sections of 3/16” and
¼” styrene tube (about 6 scale inches thick) nested flush with one end of the rod; these mounted in holes
drilled in the centerline about 10’ and 16’ from one end.
Between the kitchen vents was what looked like a square vent with an arched sheet metal cover which I
simulated with a 6 scale inch slice of 3/16” square styrene tube fitted with a rectangle of 0.015” styrene
sheet shaped to a low arch and with its corners notched out to fit just inside the tube. I sanded the bottom
of the square tube to fit on the round roof and cemented this vent in between the two round vents.
There were a number of louvers set into the roof on the prototype and I simulated these with segments cut
out of a Detail Associates Air Intake Grille Set (part # 2701) with fine tin snips.
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Small vents (about 6 “ x 20”) go above each of the three kitchen windows, and larger vents (about 2’ x 2
½”) go near the seating area end on each side. I curved these around a jeweler’s file handle and used ACC
to attach them to the roof.
Ladder grabs, one on each side, went inboard of the large vents about 1 ½’ above the bottom edge, and
plain roof grabs in line with these about 3 ½’ above the edge. These were Detail Associates parts PC
6603 and 6602, respectively.
I made a large access hatch for the roof air conditioning from a 5’ x 5 ½’ piece of 0.010” styrene with the
corners rounded and a row of rivets along each edge made with a pounce wheel, and a smaller cover of
0.020” styrene 1 ½’ x 4’, also with rounded corners and small handles at each end bent from 0.015” brass
wire (Detail Associates WR 2505) and inserted into holes drilled with a #78 drill.
Lastly add drip catchers over the two service doors, made from 0.010 x 0.010” styrene strip gently bent to
a shallow curve.
The last details to add are several custom-bent grab irons made from 0.015” brass wire; first I bent the
grabs for the two service doors and mounted them, and also attached short pieces of the same wire across
the doors just below the latch for safety bars.
Then I bent four end grabs in L shapes, about 2 ½’ on a side, with little extra bits on each end for
mounting, and drilled holes in the ends to fit them starting with the outside edge of the bottom sill and
then making the second hole as far up on the side of the door base as needed to make the top rail
reasonably level.
Finally I drilled holes for two 18” regular grabs (Tichy Train Group Part # 3021) mounted vertically just
above the L shaped end grabs on each end, and also holes in the end sill for 18” drop grabs (Tichy #
3015).

Final Touches:
I like interiors on passenger cars, and the large windows on this car really require one; as it happens, I had
an IHC smooth-side diner interior kit (Part # 20152) which I assembled. I like the more substantial tables
on the Rivarossi interiors and as I had one I spliced it in place of the seating area from the IHC interior;
you may prefer to stick with the IHC kit. Either way you will need to do a little adjusting for length,
being sure the tables are each centered under a window.
The car will need some added weight to be up to NMRA standards; I used stick-on lead weight strips on
the sides of the corridor at the seating area end, and A-Line Moldable Lead, Part # 13010 packed into the
underside of the kitchen counters and held in with 5 minute epoxy; this was sufficient to bring the weight
up to about 6 ½ ounces.
The trucks from the combine are correct for this car; I modify these trucks with a coupler mount made of
0.060” styrene (about 11/32” wide by 1 3/16” long) glued in place of the long horn hook coupler after
cutting off the peg that couple snaps on to. I mount a Kadee # 5 coupler in its box on top of this arm using
a 2-56 plastic screw through the middle, and file the screw head, and if necessary the end underbody
detail, so the coupler can move freely. I also put Kadee 36” metal wheelsets (# 522) in place of the plastic
wheels. In addition, I file the rounded shoulder around the truck mounting hole flush with the top of the
truck.
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Painting and Decals:
With this much cutting and filling on a car, it’s best to begin your painting routine with a primer coat to
reveal any rough spots. Clean the car (I find automobile windshield washer fluid works well) and let it
dry, then airbrush it with Floquil Primer or your choice of light gray hobby paint.
After the paint dries for a day, give it a close inspection under a good light for any areas still needing filler
– I found plenty. Apply the Squadron putty to all the offending areas, let it dry half an hour, then use the
Tri-grit sanding stick to smooth it out. Recover the affected areas with primer and inspect again.
Once all that should be smooth looks smooth, let the paint dry thoroughly and add your color coat. I like
Floquil Pullman Green made a little greener with a little bit of Dark Green for the sides (especially since
on my layout it is 1951 so these cars are relatively new; the out-of-the-bottle Floquil Pullman Green looks
a bit faded to me so I only use it straight on older cars).
For the underbody and roof, I use a mix of about equal parts of Grimy Black and Engine Black. I painted
the trucks with the same mix, keeping the paint out of the axle bearing areas.
I painted the interior (after priming) with Polly Scale and Ceramcoat acrylic paints, using Polly Scale
Stainless Steel for the kitchen, Roof Brown for the kitchen floor, MEC Pine Green for the corridor and
dining area floors, and Mud for the chairs. I mixed a pale green from Ceramcoat White, Wedgewood
Green and Kelly Green and painted all the bulkheads with this. These colors were based on those used in
the streamlined diners for the Southerner and Tennesseean.

With widely spaced letters like these alignment can be a problem; this file card jig I cut out brackets the
spacing between two letters on its bottom edge and the projecting notch on the right aligns the new letter
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vertically when its top is flush with the top of the car side. As shown here, always measure to the middle of
your car and start from the middle letter (or two letters, as here) adding on to each side.

Lettering the car can be a bit of a problem – I had on hand a Walthers # 88600 Southern Passenger Car
decal set, but though these are still listed on their website they are currently sold out. Hopefully they will
go into production again. Their smaller two “Railroad Gothic” roadnames in that set (the one without
serifs) are about right for these cars – the larger one is a wider-letter version I have not seen in pictures of
the prototype. The Champ SR passenger car decals only include the Roman style, which I haven’t seen
on any prototype rebuilt diners. Even the Walthers set doesn’t have the numbers or “Dining Car” lettering
in Gothic, so I had to resort to the Microscale Railroad Gothic Letters and Numbers Gold set ( their #
90103). If the Walthers set isn’t available you could use some of the larger letters in this same set for the
roadname, though they are a little thinner line width than the prototype.
Before applying decals I airbrushed the car sides with several coats of Model Master Gloss Lacquer
Finish (until they stayed shiny on drying), and of course I used MicroScale’s Micro Sol and Micro Set to
ensure good bonding and hidden film. I also strongly recommend using distilled water (available in
gallon jugs from most groceries) rather than tap water for soaking the decal and cleaning up after it sets,
especially if you live as I do in a hard water area.
Even if you’re using the Walthers set the individual letters will have to be applied to get the spacing right
(on the prototype the letters are only a little less far apart than the dining area windows are wide – the
space looks like about 4’ to me). I made a simple jig out of an index card to check the spacing between
letters and also the height relative to the top of the car. On jobs like this it’s best to begin with the middle
letter or letters – “TH” in this case – and work out from there in both directions.
After about 4 applications of Micro Sol and a little pricking of shiny areas with a needle, the decals
looked good; however, the MicroScale letters were much brighter gold than the Walthers ones, so to even
things up I very lightly airbrushed a wash of 10% car side color over these letters to dull them down a
little. I then airbrushed several coats of Testors Dullcote onto the sides.
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The car looks pretty good with a little weathering. The roof is nearly a press fit although you can see that it
gaps a bit near the kitchen side service door. I’m leaving it loose for now because I may want to put some
diners, or at least dining car attendants, in place before I’m completely done.

Now all that remains is weathering and windows. Yes, passenger cars were washed but the car washers
hit the sides and not the underbody, ends or roof. I airbrushed very light washes (1 part paint to 9 parts
thinner) of Floquil Earth and Reefer Gray (equal parts) and Floquil Rust onto the underbody, and the
Earth and Gray mix on the bottoms of the ends where dust would be kicked up by the wheels. I
airbrushed a light coat of similarly thinned Grimy Black over the roof. (If you prefer to use acrylics like
Polly Scale for this weathering step, do it before applying the Dullcote to avoid getting a white bloom
from the reaction of the alcohol in the thinner with the Dullcote.)
When weathering is all done, cut and attach strips of 0.015” clear styrene to the inside of the windows (I
used Testors Clear Parts Cement for this) – I did not use shades or blinds because in the pictures I’ve seen
they are apparently up and I wanted the interior to show.
I use the Walthers # 977 rubber diaphragms, drybrushed with Polly Scale Grimy Black and attached with
Walthers Goo. I drybrushed the couplers with Polly Scale Rust and mounted the trucks with 2-56 screws
and washers, making sure they pivoted freely and one of them could rock a bit side to side, then checked
the coupler height with a Kadee gauge and put the car into service.
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